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My Life As a Baby: A Five-Year Record is a treasure for any mom or mom-to-be.Rachael Hale, the

renowned photographer, turns the camera from companion animals to babies, and her subjects are

amazing and beautiful.From firsts to fearless at five, My Life As a Baby: A Five-Year Record

encourages new moms to record all those precious moments in baby's young and amazing life with

words, collected pieces, sentiments, stories, and their own personal photos.Happy, unexpected,

and "ahhh, look at that" images bring this journal to life. The babies in all their babyness giggle, nap,

snooze, and surprise in full-color joy.If a book has the power to physically make someone squeal

with delight, it's this one. A must-have for any expectant or new mom.* This could be the perfect

shower or new-baby gift. My Life As a Baby: A Five-Year Record is so pretty, gift givers might not

even need gift wrap.
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I gave up my personal search for a baby book because I figured I was expecting too much but I

finally found everything I wanted in this book (a gift!)The pictures are gorgeous but since the

author's own note said she wouldn't be offended if one placed their own pictures overtop (cute note)

I took her up on it. I've packed this book with my own photos. I was concerned that doing such in a

hardbound book would make the cover kind of pop up or fail to close but I have been pleasantly

surprised that that is not the case.I like the prompting statements to help one journal special

moments, memories, and milestones.There are many two-page spreads that are blank for one to

add general photos or photos that aren't specifically covered by preset pages.This baby book has a



very classy look. It is not all cutesy, nor is it too girly. In fact, it is very gender neutral using a warm

palette of pastels.I can't say enough good things about this book and will be purchasing additional

copies as gifts.

I used the Anne Geddes baby book for my first son, and I didn't want to use the same one again

when I found out I was expecting, so I ordered this one. In comparison, I think I like the Anne

Geddes one a little bit more because the layout seems to flow a little bit better and there are more

details such as a tooth chart, a pull-out growth chart, a space for ultrasound photos, and a pocket in

the back for extra things. That said, I still like this one enough that I will use it, it's just a little bit

different. The cover and the pages are of good quality and there are TONS of spaces for pictures.

There is a little tiny envelope on one page for a clipping of baby's hair, which is cute.

I think this book is wonderful. I bought two of them, for my two sons, and could not be more happier

with the product. It does a great job with a lot of information on the first year and then just some

important information the remainder of the years. I think it's wonderful and was very pleased with my

purchase.

I have another book for my first son, (Anne Geddes book) but i think this is better.Its bigger, and

have lot of space for special informations about your baby.Hardcover, and great quality.

The book is cute and I like all the cute pictures and all of the spots for pictures. However, I feel as

though there are some things missing. Some books have too much information and it's impossible

to get it all filled out but this book could use a bit more, especially in relation to before the baby is

born. If you are looking for simple..this is great. If you are looking for a book with a ton of areas to

write, this may not be the book for you.

I can't wait to start writing about my baby.Pictures are adorable.I wish the beginnning part

incorporate more pages but I can't complain since the price was great.

This was the perfect choice for daughter to start recording for the baby-to-be! It will be a wonderful

memory keeper.
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